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BUSINESS VALUE
DISCOVERY
Discover how much cash is hidden, trapped or
at risk in your SAP system...

... IN

JUST 5 DAYS!

The world is changing. Customers are now more demanding, technology more disruptive, and markets more
volatile. Change is the new normal. To compete in this world of change, business leaders are under constant
pressure to become more innovative, more adaptive and more efficient. However, there is also the consistent
demand to deliver improving returns, creating a balancing act to do much more, with much less.
To address these challenges, companies need to understand whether they

But what if there was a better way? What if there

are in control, and if not why. However, too often knee-jerk reactions such as

was a way that you could uncover and free your

reducing headcount, slashing inventory, cutting expenses or cancelling events

valuable human, inventory and financial capital so

and training are the first port of call. Which may be good for short-term profits,

that they can be reallocated to more value-adding

but not so good for long-term growth and innovation.

activities.

What if this offering was risk-free?
What if it only took one week?

We were able to show the operating companies
where they can save a lot of money and improve their
processes – and we did that with a budget of zero as
we had Every Angle
Leonard Stein,
Heineken International

Impossible right?
Wrong.
To achieve this requires insight into your SAP
system, your processes, your data. Insight that
normally requires months of consultancy time,
questioning, analysis and investigation.
Not anymore.

Identify the waste...
Monetize the benefits...
Release the value!

With Every Angle’s ‘Business Value Discovery’ offering, we have this insight built

These savings include identifying the purchases you

into our system, cutting short all of the analysis time to just five days. In just five

can delay or cancel, the inventory that can be released,

days, we can uncover where significant value is either lost, trapped or at risk in your

the costs that can be saved and the hours of effort you

business - and how you can free it.

don’t need to waste. Savings that, unlike normal cost
reduction activities, will have a positive, not negative,

16 years of continual investigation and work with businesses who use SAP has

impact on your levels of customer service.

allowed us to develop unique insight into the hidden locations where financial,
physical and human capital gets trapped and wasted. Insight we have poured into

Not only will we identify the immediate savings,

our product and which is waiting to be used to unlock this value in your business.

but we’ll also highlight reoccurring ones as well
– recommendations that embed the benefits and
enable businesses to:

How does Every Angle discover your hidden cash?

Turn inventory quicker
Buy only what you need – when you need it
Reduce the amount of non-value adding activities

EXPENSE

RETURN ON WORKING CAPITAL

REVENUE

Increase cash-flow
Remove risks

1.

Quantitative Assessment - Understanding and monetizing the initial and recurring value

All of these findings will be quantified, explained,
monetized and signed off with your team to ensure they
are both realistic and achievable – as well as a proposal
to realize them. No big claims of gazillions of savings –
just realistic, identifiable and explainable value.

We are so confident that we will be able to
uncover significant current and future savings,
that we offer this risk-free. If, by the end of the
5 days, we have not uncovered value that is at
least 10 times greater than the project cost,
then there will be no charge.

1

Inventory Management

Unneeded stocks and purchases

2

Supplier Cash Control

Unnecessary and risky supplier spending

So what are you waiting for?

3

Operating Expenses Control

Unnecessary and cash draining operating expenses

4

Customer Cash Control

Late billing and payment receipt

5

Data Integrity

Poor quality master and transactional data

Contact us now to discover just how
much value is being lost, trapped or
simply at risk in your business value waiting to be released!

2.

Qualitative Assessment - Understanding the Performance Improvement Potential

www.everyangle.com

